Some Aboriginal Symbols

Aboriginal Symbols

- People Sitting
- Animal Tracks
- Sandhill
- Rain
- Honey Ants
- Spears
- Woomera
- Shield
- Emu
- Bush Tucker
- Waterholes & Running Water
- Boomerang
- Kangaroo Tracks
- Tracks/Waterholes
- Meeting Place
- Campsite/Waterhole
- Hunting Boomerang
- Coolamon
- Digging Sticks
- Woman
- Man
- Person
- Witchetty Grub
- Goanna

emu tracks
kangaroo tracks
possum tracks
human tracks
coolamon
sitting place
water
honey ants
man
woman
rain
spear
campsite
resting place
waterhole
meeting place
smoke
star
rainbow
people sitting
running water
witchetty grub
boomerang
yam plant
honey ant site